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ABSTRACT
The growing number of adult orthodontic patients has increased the demand for aesthetic and comfortable alternatives to traditional braces. An orthodontic approach that gradually moves teeth from their starting position to their finished position using a succession of transparent plastic removable equipment called aligners. The possibility of utilizing clear orthodontic appliances was discovered when Kesling pioneered the idea of gradually realigning misaligned teeth to better positions by using a series of thermoplastic tooth positioners in 1946. Aligner-based orthodontic treatment uses multiple sequential aligners or trays to move the teeth step by step, each repositioning the teeth in small increments. Based on the wide range of mechanisms described above, aligners have been used to treat a variety of malocclusions. In current years, the growth of grown up sufferers present process orthodontic remedies has caused the significant clean aligner therapy, taken into consideration a legitimate opportunity to standard constant home equipment for its aesthetic functions and comfort.
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INTRODUCTION
The growing number of adult orthodontic patients has increased the demand for aesthetic and comfortable alternatives to traditional braces.[1-4] Clear aligners provide an aesthetically pleasing treatment experience, promote oral hygiene, reduce pain compared to fixed orthodontic appliances, reduce the number and duration of appointments, and reduce emergency visits. [5-6] Clear detachable aligners have visible developing reputation as a classy and snug opportunity to standard constant appliances. Clear aligner remedy additionally seems extra respectful of the patient's periodontal health; in fact, clear aligners permit the sufferers to preserve right day by day oral hygiene way to being detachable.[7] In current years, the growth of grownup sufferers present process orthodontic remedies has caused the significant clean aligner therapy (CAT), taken into consideration a legitimate opportunity to standard constant home equipment for its aesthetic functions and comfort[7]

DEFINITION
An orthodontic technique consisting of a series of clear plastic removable appliances (“aligners”) that gradually move teeth from their original state to their final state after treatment. Align Technology owns the trademark Invisalign®.[8] Clear aligners offer an aesthetic and snug remedy experience, facilitate oral hygiene, motive much less ache in comparison to constant orthodontic appliances, lessen the quantity and length of appointments, and require much less emergency visits[9-10]

CLEAR ALIGNERS
Clear aligners were introduced in the United States and were born in the late 1990s by Align Technology© (Santa Clara, California, USA), after which the Invisalign® system was created and later distributed in Italy and other European countries. Countries since 2001 [11]. Manufacturers of orthodontic clear aligners use a variety of materials, including polyurethane and polyvinyl polyethylene terephthalate glycol and chloride (PVC) (PET - G)[12]

HISTORY
In order to make Kesling’s idea a workable orthodontic treatment option, Align Technology (Santa Clara, Calif.) developed and presented the clear aligner therapy (CAT) in 1997. This treatment was taken into the lab using Align technology, enabling doctors to outsource it. Align Technology released Invisalign in 1999.[13] The possibility of utilising clear orthodontic appliances was discovered when Kesling pioneered the idea of gradually realigning misaligned teeth to better positions by using a series of thermoplastic tooth positioners in 1946.[14] He made the item out of a substance that was comparable to clear thermoplastic rubber. Based on Kesling's idea of pre-positioning teeth on a master study model, Ponitz (1971) created a “Invisible Retainer.” Similar to Kesling's device, the "Invisible Retainer” could only result in minute tooth movements by tipping crowns. Polymethylmethacrylate, or Biocryl, was the chemical used.[15]

TYPES OF CLEAR ALIGNERS
There are four basic types of clear aligners.

- Type 1: Positioners or guides, such as Kesling's tooth positioner, are commonly used.
- Type 2: Thermoformed plastics, like dental spring aligners and Essix retainers.
- Type 3 aligners are constructed from models that have been cut out in the proper location to align teeth over a series of models. They use four or five aligners to slightly shift the teeth.
- Type 4: Digitally created aligners that may correct simple to complex malocclusions, including anterior and posterior segments. Every time the aligner is changed, the teeth move more precisely.

MATERIALS
Clear aligners are available in a variety of thicknesses, ranging from 0.50 mm to 1.5 mm. This may affect their mechanical characteristics and, consequently, their performance, much like the building material did. [16]. The colour stability and transparency...
of orthodontic clear aligners should be stable during the 2 - week orthodontic treatment period from an aesthetic standpoint. Polyethylene Terephthalate reinforced with glycol is used in three different types of aligner materials (BIOSTAR) Different aligners were made using thermoplastic polyurethanes (TPU) and polyethylene terephthalate (BenQ).

**BIOMECHANICS**

Aligner-based orthodontic treatment uses multiple sequential aligners or trays to move the teeth step by step, each repositioning the teeth in small increments [17]. This gradual movement is influenced by her two main mechanisms:

**SHAPE MOLDING EFFECT**

This method has been the primary means of applying force since clear aligner treatment began in the 1940s.[18] This method has been the primary means of applying force since clear aligner treatment began in the 1940s.[19] Between the aligner and the tooth surface there is a contact area and a relief area. A complete treatment consists of a series of sequentially shaped aligners, from the initial anatomical shape to the final tooth position[20]

**AUXILLARY ELEMENTS**

Auxiliary elements, such as attachments and power ridges, are used to enhance predictability of specific tooth movements[21] Strategic placement of these devices on aligners or teeth can improve power transmission. They are used strategically to transmit forces to specific areas of the tooth surface.[22]

How do aligners treat different malocclusions?

Based on the wide range of mechanisms described above, aligners have been used to treat a variety of malocclusions[23]

1. **OPEN BITE** -Anterior teeth need to be pushed out, not pressed in. Molars require penetration, not extrusion. The incisors must be tilted back or posteriorly to simulate the open bite of the anterior teeth.[24] Mechanisms and auxiliary elements are similar. Intrusion of the back teeth rotates the mandible forward and counter clockwise, reducing open bite.[25] The pushing force of the aligners is accompanied by pushing force on the back teeth. Harris et al.

2. **ALIGNMENT/CROWDING** - A single force on the crown creates a tilt. This is probably one of the easiest moves to perform. These movements do not require the force vector to be in a particular relationship with the center of resistance, so less precision is required. Tilt is a by-product of moment of force where the lines of force are away from the center of resistance of the tooth.[26] Aligners use the shape-molding effect for this. In fact, since standard tooth movement is a simple tilt, the general inability of aligners to direct force through the center of resistance is actually an advantage.[27]

3. **SPACE CLOSURE** - Spatial closure is the interaction between the moment of force produced by the pulling back force and the moment of the couple.[28] The matrimonial moment plays a dominant role in "controlling" tooth movement. Any tooth movement other than uncontrolled tilt takes a little longer. Optimized root control attachments [29]

4. **TORQUING OF ROOTS** - This type of tooth movement is probably the most forceful in orthodontics. A higher force should be maintained during the exercise. Unfortunately, moving roots with aligners was a tedious task. [30,31,32,33]

**Conclusion**

With orthodontic treatment using aligner therapy, such as with fixed appliances, root resorption is still a danger. The multiplicity of attachment options even allows us to develop a more exact clinical setup for movement techniques. This is necessary because many of them cannot be superimposed with the systems on which the majority of the scientific experimentation described in the literature is focused due to differences in their fundamental constitutive characteristics, which causes a significant knowledge gap between clinical practise and research.
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